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Summary. In the present paper conditions are studied, under which a pseudo-orbit of a 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
One of the fundamental technical instruments used in the study of dynamical sys-
tems is the shadowing lemma. This lemma permits to prove a number of s ta tements 
about the so-called axiom A diffeomorphisms ([2]) and about stable properties of 
diffeomorphisms with hyperbolic chain recurrent sets ([12]). It also can be used to 
show a chaotic behavior of diffeomorphisms near transversal homoclinic points ([11]). 
There are some variants of the shadowing lemma for flows ([7]) and for differential 
equations ([10]). 
The shadowing lemma was proved by several authors using several methods . The 
idea first appears in Anosov's [1] studies of geodesic flows, and later Bowen [2] proved 
the lemma for axiom A systems . Robinson [12] gave a simple geometric proof of this 
lemma in general. Franke and Selgrade [7] proved this lemma for flows. The more 
recent Ekeland's [6] proof is based on a certain inequality. It was shown by Meyer 
and Sell [10] tha t the lemma can be proved by the inverse function theorem. Palmer 
[11] proved the shadowing lemma in Rn using the exponential dichotomy of difference 
equations. 
The existence of an accurate orbit near a pseudo-orbit has also a great numerical 
importance. Numerically computed orbits are in fact pseudo-orbits and therefore 
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the problem of their being in a neighborhood of a real orbit for a sufficiently long 
time arises, i.e., the question whether the numerical calculation has a real meaning. 
It is shown ([4], [8], [9]) that in some situations we can guarantee the existence of a 
real orbit for a sufficiently long time. Hence the idea of the search of nonhyperbolic 
mappings has a self-sufficient sense. Taking mappings defined on metric spaces as the 
base of our considerations, this is the most general case we can speak about pseudo-
orbits. However, we cannot use differential calculus—the basis for the possibility of 
defining the notion of the hyperbolic set. So this conception must be replaced by a 
more general one. 
The purpose of this paper is to show, for a generalized notion of shadowing, some 
results concerning y?-Holderian mappings of metric spaces into themselves. As a 
consequence we have obtained statements for Lipschitzian mappings. 
In the first section necessary notation and definitions are given as well as the 
text of the classical Shadowing Lemma. In the second section general results for 
^-Holderian mappings are formulated along with one simple application. Sufficient 
conditions for uniqueness of shadowing orbits are given in the third section, in the 
last fourth section we state some properties in the case of a compact metric space. 
1. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let (M, d) be a metric space and / : M —• M a map. Denote by I one of the 
following sets: the set Z of all integers, the set N of all natural numbers (0 € N), 
or a finite set { 0 , 1 , . . . , n}. Then a sequence {xk}kzi of points of M is said to be a 
6-pseudo-orbit of the map / iff 
d(/(;rO,z*+iK«, kei. 
Let e > 0 and let {xk}kei be a tf-pseudo-orbit of/. Then the sequence {xk}kei is 
e-shadowed by an actual orbit iff there is a y € M such that 
d(/*( .y) ,**K£, k€L 
Here / ° = idM , the identity map of M, f
k = f o /*-» for it > 0, and fk = (f'l)k 
for k > 0, if the map /~~l exists. 
Before we formulate the classical Shadowing Lemma we define: Let / : M —* 
M be a C^diffeomorphism of a smooth manifold M, M being endowed by some 
Riemannian metric. An invariant set K C M is called hyperbolic, if there exists a 
continuous splitting TM\K = E
u 0 E* and constants C > 0, 0 < \i < 1, such that 
HAT(*WI < C • /in|MI and ||or"0r)«|| ^ C • /."||u|| 
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for all x G K, v G E*x, u G £?£ and n ^ 0. 
Theorem (Shadowing Lemma). Let K be a cojjipact, hyperbolic invariant set 
of a C1-diffeomorphism f: M —* M. Then for every e > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 
SUC/J that for every 6-pseudo-orbit of the map f\K we can find a y G M for which 
this 6-pseudo-orbit is shadowed by the orbit {fk(y)}kzz- Moreover, there exists an 
So > 0 such that for all e G (0,£o)> t ie point y G M is unique. 
In general metric spaces a notion of hyperbolicity is not defined. Thus similar 
results can be expected only for Lipschitzian maps with a Lipschitz constant L < 1. 
To obtain more delicate and complete outcomes, we will need to extend the usual 
concepts of 6-pseudo-orbit and ^-shadowing property to the map f:M-+M, where 
M is a metric space. 
Let {6k}kei be a sequence of positive real numbers. The sequence {xk}kei °f 
points of the space M will be called a (6k)-pseudo-orbit of / iff for every k G / 
(1) d(f(xk),xk+x)^6k. 
The usual notion of a 6-pseudo-orbit is obtained by setting 6k = 6, k G I. 
Let {£k}kei be another sequence of positive real numbers. Then the (6fc)-pseudo-
orbit {xk}k€i is (ek)-shadowed by an actual orbit of the map / if we can find at/ G M 
such that 
(2) d(fk(y),xk)$ek, kel. 
Let <p: R —• R be any real function. Then a sequence {c*k}kei of real numbers 
is said to be <p-decreasing (<p-increasing, <p-nondecreasing, <p-nonincreasing, respec-
tively) iffa,%+1 < <p(ak) (atk+i > <p(otk), a*+i ^ ¥>(<**), <**+- ^ ^(a*), respectively), 
kei. 
We shall work with y?-H61derian maps. A map / : M —> M is called <p-H6lderian, 
for a given function <p: (0, oo) —• (0, oo), iff 
(3) d(f(x),f(y))^<p(d(x,y)) 
for every x£M,y£M,x£y. In the special case <p(t) = K • ta, where K ^ 0 
and a G (0,1], one obtains the well-known conception of the a-H61der continuity; for 
a = 1 this yields the Lipschitz continuity of / . 
By B(y,e) we denote the closed ball {x G M; d(x,y) ^ e}. 
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2. GENERAL CASE 
In this section we will work with a map / : M —> M, M is an arbitrary metric 
space. With regard to the fact that / is not assumed to be a homeomorphism we 
cannot require the uniqueness of the wanted orbit in general. The following lemma 
represents a simple principle in such situations (cf. also [5]). The index set is either 
the set N or the finite set {0, 1 , . . . , n}. 
Lemma 1. Suppose f: M —* M to be <p-H6lderian for some nondecreasing func-
tion <p: (0,oo) —• (0,oo). Then for every <p-increasing sequence {ek} of positive 
real numbers there exists a sequence {6k} of positive real numbers such that every 
(6k)~pseudo-orbit {xk} is (£k)-shadowed by an orbit {fk(y)} for any y G B(XQ,EQ). 
P r o o f . The sequence {ek} is ^-increasing and this implies the positiveness of 
the numbers 6k-\ = £k — <p(£k-\), k ^ 1. Denote Bk = B(xk,£k)- Then for any 
(tfjb)-pseudo-orbit {xk} and k ^ 1 we have 
f(Bk-\)CBk. 
Indeed, take z G Bk~\. Then 
d(f(z),Xk)^d(f(z),f(xk-\)) + d(f(xk-x),Xk) 
^ (p(d(z,Xk-\)) + 6k-\ ^ <p(£k-\) + £k -<p(ek-i) = £k, 
so f(z) G B. Thus we have obtained 
fh(B0) C f
k~l(Bx) C . C f(Bk-i) C Bk, 
and therefore for any y G Bo = B(xoySo) we have d(f
k(y), Xk) ^ £k- This completes 
the proof. D 
Theorem 1. Let f': M —+ M be a <p-Holderian map, where <p is a nondecreasing 
function for which <p(x) < x holds on a subset of the interval (0, oo) with the cluster 
point zero. Then for every e > 0 there exist p. G (0>£) and 6 > 0 such that any 
6-pseudo-orbit {xk} is £-shadowed by the orbit {fk(y)}> y G B(xo,p). 
P r o o f . For a given £ > 0 choose a p ^ e such that <p(p) < p. Then {p,p,...} 
is a ^-increasing sequence and we can apply Lemma 1 and find 6 ^ p — <p(p). D 
Corollary 1. Let a map f:M —• M be Lipschitz continuous with a constant 
L < 1 (a contraction). Then for every e > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that every 
6-pseudo-orbit is e-shadowed by some orbit of f. 
P r o o f . Putting <p(t) = L • t in the previous theorem we get the statement 
holding for 6 ^ £(l - L). D 
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Typical situations when the (6*)-pseudo-orbits arise are numerical calculations of 
iterative processes using computers. Here 6k means the error in the ib-th step. If 
we can estimate these errors by a constant 6, we obtain a 6-pseu do-orbit. Suppose 
that we numerically calculate iterations of / , where / is a contraction on a complete 
metric space M, and the error of the calculation in every step is estimated by a 
constant 6. We know, by Banach contraction principle, that there is a unique fixed 
point of / to which every sequence of iterations tends. Due to the inaccuracy of 
calculations we cannot reach this point with an arbitrary precision. If we calculate 
without errors we can obtain, from the proof of the Banach theorem, the information 
about the number of iterations being, for a given number e > 0, in an ^-neighborhood 
of the fixed point. But also in a real situation it is useful to know beforehand the 
number of iterations needed. 
Let a map / : M —• M be a contraction on a complete metric space M. Denote 
by z0 the unique fixed point of / and let the sequence {xk}k>o be a 6-pseudo-orbit 




(4) d(z0, xk) ^ (*k • d(x0l xi) + 6 • (ak + J—J- J , 
where ak = L
k/(l - L). To verify this, recall the estimate d(z0,yk) ^ ak d(y0lyx 
holding for an arbitrary orbit {y*} of / , yk = f





^ otk(d(x0lxi) + d(f(x0),-n)) + —-
^ akd(x0l xi) + ak6 + j — ^ 
= akd(x0yxx) + 6\ak + yZl) ' 
Note that the righthand side of (4) tends to 6/(1 — L) for k tending to infinity. 




d(x0lxi) + 6 
which follows from (4) and the definition of a*. 
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We have proved the following 
Proposition. Let a map / Z>e a contraction on a complete metric space M with 
a Lipschitz constant L < 1 and with a fixed point z0. Let e > 0 and 6 > 0 satisfy 
the inequality 6 < e(\ — L). Then for an arbitrary 6-pseudo-orbit {xk} we have 
d(z0lxm)^e 
if 
m l̂n {yL\"\(\nLrx. 
' d(x0,xx) + 6
 V ; 
The following theorem deals with a finite shadowing property for <^-H61derian 
maps. 
Theorem 2. Let f: M —• M be a <p-H61derian map for an increasing function 
<p\ (0,oo) —• (0,oo) for which lim p(t) = 0. Then for every e > 0 and for any 
natural number n there exist 6 > 0 and 7 > 0 such that if I = {0 , . . . , n} and 
{xk}kei is any 6-pseudo-orbit, then it is €-shadowed by an orbit {fk(y)}k€f, f°r 
yeB(x0)1). 
P r o o f . Take e > 0 and n G N. Put en = e. Since the function <p is converging 
to zero together with ty we can surely find a positive number en-\ ^ en for which 
<p(£n-\) < £n- Continuing this process we obtain a finite nondecreasing sequence 
£0 ^ £1 ^ . • • ^ sn = £, where <p(sk-\) < £*, k = 1, . . . , n. Put 7 = e0 and 
6 = min{£fc — <p(ek-\)\ k = l , . . . , n } . If {xk}kei is any cS-pseudo-orbit, then it is 
also a (c5fc)-pseudo-orbit, where 6k = 6. Then, by Lemma 1, for every y G B(x0ly) 
the sequence {#*} is (£fc)-shadowed, and hence ^-shadowed, by the orbit {fk(y)}-
• 
3. UNIQUENESS OF SHADOWING 
In this section we will work with homeomorphisms defined on a complete metric 
space, the index set will be Z, the set of all integers. 
Theorem 3. Let (M, d) he a complete metric space, let f: M —* M be a homeo-
morphism on M such that f is a (p-H6lderian map for a continuous increasing function 
<p. Assume there is such an a € (0,1) that 
(5) <p(ot)^a-<p(t), t>0. 
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Then for an arbitrary a - <p~l -nonincreasing sequence {£k} of positive real numbers 
there exists a sequence {6k} of positive real numbers such that every (6k)-pseudo-
' orbit off is (ek)-shadowed by a unique orbit of f. 
P r o o f . Let {£*} be an ayp^-nonincreasing sequence of positive real numbers; 
this by definition means Sk+\ ^ atp~1(£k)i k € Z. Choose a sequence {6k} of positive 
real numbers satisfying 
(6) 0<6k^(l-a) <p-
l(ek). 
Now, if {xk} is a (^^pseudo-orbit, denote Bk — B(xk,Sk)> Then 
(7) rl(Bk+\)CBk, kel. 
As the function <p is increasing and the sequence {ek} is a • ^"^-nonincreasing then 
from (1) and (6) for every x E f~l(Bk+\) we have 
d(xk,x) = d(f-i(f(xk))J-
l(f(x))) ^ <p(d(f(xk)J(x))) 
^ <p(d(f(xk), *k+\) + d(xk+\, f(x))) ^ <p(6k + €k+\) 
^ <p((l - a)<p-x(sk) + a<p-l(ek)) -ek> 
Thus x E Bk and the inclusion (7) is valid. 
For a fixed integer m G Z take the sequence of sets /~ n ( -9 m + n ) , n ^ 0. From the 
foregoing we have 
Bm D r
l(Bm+\) D . . . D f-
n(Bm+n) D . . . , 
i.e., a decreasing sequence of closed sets. We want to show that exactly one point 
is in the intersection of these sets. Because of completeness of M we only need to 
verify that the diameters of these sets tend to zero. 








where we have used (5) and the fact that {ek} is an a ^^-nonincreasing sequence. 
Thus for yy z 6 B we have 
d{rn{y),rn{z)) ^ d(rn(y),rn(xm+n))+d(f-
n(xm+n),r
n{z)) ^ 2 « n w 
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and therefore 
diamrn(Bm + n) = sup{rf(r
n(y),rn(z)); y,z € Bm+n} $ 2a
nem. 
Since a < 1, then diam /" n ( -9 m + n ) —• 0 for n —• oo. Thus we have proved the 
existence of a unique ym e f) f~
n(Bm+n). As ym € /~
n(-9m +„) for every n ^ 0, 
n*£0 
then fn(ym) € # m + n and hence 
(8) rf(r(!frn),*m+n)^em+„. 
Now it is sufficient to check {ym} to be an orbit of / , as in that case we have 
ym = /
m(yo) and then 
<*(/m(yo),*m) = d(ym,xm) ^ £m, 
which follows from (8) for n = 0. So the orbit {/m(yo)} (£m)-shadows (o
:
m)-pseudo-
* orbit {xm}. 
To verify {ym} to be the orbit we shall show that r
l(ym) = ym_i . Because for 
n ^ 0 we have ym £ /""
n(-9m+n), then 
rl(y,n) e rn~x(Bm+n) c r
n(^m-i+n), 




which gives the required equality /"*1(ym) = y m - i , since the intersection is uniquely 
determined. This completes the proof. D 
R e m a r k 1. The condition (5) in Theorem 3 implies lim <p(t) = 0. Indeed, the 
function <p is increasing and positive, so the limit exists and is nonnegative. For a 
given to > 0 the sequence {an • to} is tending to zero and hence 
0 ^ lim <p(t) = lim <p(an -tQ) ^ lim c*
n • <p(t0) = 0. 
I-*o+ n—>oo n—*oo 
The condition (5) is satisfied, for instance, if <p is an increasing convex function 
for which lim <p(t) = 0. Note that (5) is never fulfilled i f / is y?-H61der continuous, 
except a = 1. In that case / is a Lipschitz continuous map with a constant L > 0. 
One can put <p(t) = L -1 and (5) is valid automatically. In this special case the 
conditions for {*:*} and {6k} have the form 
^ a j £ ^ l ~ <* 
£*+i < y€k and d* ^ g*, 
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for some a £ (0,1). The assertion for a Lipschitz continuous / is summarized in the 
following 
Corollary 2. Let f: M —• M be a homeomorphism of a complete metric space 
onto itself such that f is a Lipschitz continuous map with a constant L > 0. Let 
a E (0,1) be an arbitrary real number. Then for any sequence {£*} of real positive 
numbers satisfying £*+i ^ jr€k there exists such a sequence {6k} of positive real 
numbers that any (6k)-pseudo-orbit off is (ek)-shadowed by a unique orbit of the 
map f. 
Moreover, if /""* is a contraction, then one can set a = L and then the sequence 
{ek} can be chosen constant: 
Corollary 3 . Let f': M —• M be a homeomorphism of a complete metric space 
onto itself such that f is a contraction. Then for every e > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 
such that every 6-pseudo-orbit of f is e-shadowed by a unique orbit of the map f. 
The next theorem describes a similar situation as in Theorem 4, but the map / is 
presumed to be y?-H61derian instead of the inverse f~l. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let (M, d) be a complete metric space and let f: M —> M be 
a <p-H61derian homeomorphism of the space M onto itself, where <p is a continu-
ous increasing function satisfying (5) for some a € (0,1). Tiien for any a"1 • <p-
nondecreasing sequence {ek} of real positive numbers there exists a sequence {6k} 
of real positive numbers such that every (6k)-pseudo-orbit off is (ek)-shadowed by 
a unique orbit of the map f. 
P r o o f . If the sequence {ek} is ~ • y?-nondecreasing, then the sequence {u;*}, 
where Uk = <p(e~k-\)i is <* * ^ " " l - n o n m c r e a s m S : 
(9) u>*+1 = <p(e-k-2) ^ <p(<p~
l(ae-k-\)) = a<p~l (<p(e-k-\)) = a^T
1^*). 
The inequality is obtained from the following observation: if en+\ ^ ^<p(£n) then 
(10) e» ^ ^ ( " e n + i ) , 
since <p~l is also increasing. Let {6k} be a sequence of real numbers such that 
(11) . 0 < « * < ( l - a ) - * M - i , 
and further let {xk} be a (tf*)-pseudo-orbit of the map / . Then denoting y* =s 
f(x~k-\) and Qk = £-*-2, the sequence {jfc} is a (£*)-pseudo-orbit of the map /""l; 
^(/^(ifr-iy.ifc) = d(x-kJ(*-k-\)) ^ 6-k-\ = Qk-\* 
Moreover, from (11) we have 
Qk = * - * - 2 $ ( 1 - a ) . £ - f c - i = ( 1 - a ) - ^ ( u ; * ) . 
Thus for {yk}, {Qk} and {uk} one can use the statement of Theorem 4 and obtain 




Hence, from (9) and (11), 
d(fk(y),*k) $ d(fk(y)J(xk^)) + d(f(xk^l)1xk) 
$ u>„k + 6fc-i ^ aek + (1 - a)£* = £*, 
so that the orbit {fk(y)} (e*)-shadows the (^^pseudo-orbit {xk}. But we must 
distinguish this case from the previous one in Theorem 3 because we now have no 
guarantee for the existence of only one such orbit. 
Let there be two orbits, {fk(y)} and {/*(-?)}, which shadow {xk}. Then for k ̂  0 
d(y,z) < d(yjk(x„k)) + d(zj
k(x„k)) 
= d(fk(rk(y))Jk(x-k)) + d(f
k(rk(z))Jk(x„k)) 
< <pk(d(rk(y), *-*)) + vk(d(rk(z)i *_*)) 
<$ 2<pk(e-k) ^ 2<p
k(ip-k((*keo)) = 2a*e0 
(the last inequality follows from (10) and (5) by the induction). Since a < 1 we must 
have d(y, z) = 0 and the proof is complete. • 
As a consequence of Theorem 4 we obtain for Lipschitzian homeomorphisms 
Corollary 4. Let (M, d) be a complete metric space, f: M —•M a Lipschitzian 
homeomorphism with a constant L > 0. Let a E (0,1). Then for every sequence 
{ek} of positive real numbers for which €k+i ^ ~ -Ski there exists a sequence of 
positive real numbers {6k} such that every (6k)-pseudo-orbit off is (ek)-shadowed 
by a unique orbit of the map f. 
In addition, if / is a contraction map,*then by putting a = L we can choose the 
sequences {e'k} and {6k} to be constant, so we immediately have 
Corollary 5. Let f:M—*Mb£a homeomorphism of a complete metric space 
onto itself which is a contraction. Then for every e > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
every 6-pseudo-orbit of f is e-shadowed by a unique orbit of the map f. 
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4. COMPACT METRIC SPACES 
Theorem 5. Let f: M —• M be a continuous map of a compact metric space M 
into itself. Then for any e > 0 and for an arbitrary natural number n there exist 
positive real numbers 6 > 0 and 7 > 0 such that every 6-pseudo-orbit {xk}^^ is 
e-shadowed by the orbit {fk(y)}^=\ for an arbitrary y 6 B(x0,y). 
P r o o f . Consider the function tp(t) = sup{d(f(u)J(v))] d(u,v) $ t}. It can 
be easily verified that ip is a nondecreasing function continuous at zero. Moreover, 
for every x,y 6 M 
d(f(x)J(y)) <k sup{d(/(ti),/(«)); d(u,v) ^ d(x,y)} = V'(<*(*,y)), 
so that (3) holds for %l>. In addition, there is an increasing function <p: [0, 00) —• [0,00) 
such that <p(0) = V>(0) = 0 and <p(t) ^ \()(t) for every t > 0. Then the map / is also 
<^-H61derian and we can apply Theorem 2. • 
Suppose that the continuous map / : M ~-+ M has the property as in the classical 
Shadowing Lemma, i.e., for every £, 0 < e ^ £0, there exists 6 > 0 such that every 
^-pseudo-orbit of / is uniquely shadowed by some orbit of the map / . We shall call 
it the unambiguous shadowing properly. Now, we can state the following theorem 
consenting the existence and isolation of fixed points of the map / . 
Theorem 6. Let a continuous map f: M -+ M of a compact metric space M 
have the unambiguous shadowing property. Then for every e > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 
such that ifd(xj(x)) ^ 6 for some x £ A/, then in the open e-neighborhood of the 
point x there is a unique fixed point of f. 
P r o o f . For a given e > 0 there exists 6\ > 0 such that if for some x £ M we. 
have d(xj(x)) .$ 6\, then in the £-neighborhood of x there exists a fixed point of 
the map / . Indeed, if not, then for every n G N we can find a sequence {xk} in M 
such that d(xnJ(xn)) ^ £ and no fixed point is in the e-neighborhood of xn. Due 
to the compactness of M we can choose {#n;}> a convergent subsequence of {xn}, 
tending to some x £ M. Since 
0 ^ rf(*o,/(*o)) ^ d(x0,xnt) +d(xniJ(xnt)) + d(f(xni)J(x0)) 
^ d(x0,xHi) + — +d(f(xni)J(x0)), 
and the last expression converges to zero for i —• 00 due the continuity of the map 
/ , x0 is a fixed point of/. Since xni —• x0, this is a contradiction to the assumption 
that in the £-neighborhood of x there is no fixed point. 
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From the unambiguous shadowing property we obtain for e > 0 the existence 
of a 62 > 0 such that every ^-pseudo-orbit is uniquely e-shadowed by an orbit 
of / . Set 6 -= mm{6it62} and assume that there is a point 1 6 M for which 
d(x,f(x)) ^ 6. Then in a {-neighborhood of x there exists a fixed point x0. The 
sequence { . . . , x, x, x,...} is a 6-pseudo-orbit of/ and hence in B(x, e) there is exactly 
one orbit of / , namely { . . . , x0, x0j x0,...}. • 
R e m a r k 2. Note that we can use neither Corollary 3 nor 5 to obtain the un­
ambiguous shadowing property, since the homeomorphism of a compact space onto 
itself cannot be a contractive map. 
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Súhrn 
LEMA O TIENENÍ V METRICKÝCH PRIESTOROCH 
TIBOR 2ÁČIK 
V článku sa skúmajú podmienky na to, aby bola pseudo-orbita spojitého zo-
brazenia / : M —• M, kde M je metrický priestor, tienená v zovšeobecnenom zmysle 
skutočnou orbitou zobrazenia / . 
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